Relation between predictors vividness and trait self-esteem to memory characteristics. For the relation with trait self-esteem multilevel analysis was used with trait self-esteem as second level and memory characteristic as first level variables. The chi square test is the result of the model comparison made between a baseline model where the memory characteristic is predicted by valence only and the model of interest where the memory characteristic is predicted by valence and trait self-esteem.
Memory characteristic
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SUPPORTING FIGURES

FIG. S 2.
State self-esteem measured at different time points before and after the tasks and at baseline before entering the scanner. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Before the RAM task, participants performed the social feedback (SF) task in which they were introduced to a confederate to the study who supposedly provided mixed positive, intermediate and negative personal feedback (see full description in (van Schie et al., 2018). In terms of state self-esteem, the SF task had no carryover effect. The social feedback influenced state self-esteem neither after the SF task (χ 2 (2) = 4.89, p = .087) nor before the RAM task (χ 2 (2) = 1.11, p = .292) compared to before the SF task and with baseline state self-esteem taken into account.
FIG. S 3. Depiction of mood levels at low (1) and high (4) vividness ratings illustrating the interaction of valence by vividness on mood.
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FIG. S 4.
Activation positively (red) and negatively (blue) related to vividness during positive memories only. There was no significant activation for vividness during neutral memories only. Note: brain is depicted in radiological convention, i.e., left = right.
FIG. S 5.
Depiction of overlap between the negative relation of vividness (blue) and activation of neutral more than positive reliving (green) (green orientation ruler at y = -33). Of interest is the region circled in orange which shows that vividness is negatively related to a more caudal part of the PCC whereas neutral compared to positive memory reliving is related to a more rostral PCC/MCC area.
